counterclaim in a law action, becomes significant. If it is successfully contended that the Law and Equity Act is non-applicable to interveners inasmuch as the Act only applies to defendants and not to third parties, the intervener must fall back on the power of a court to treat the equitable claim as though it were a bill in equity.
It is correct to say, then, that in the usual federal case the right to intervene is governed by Equity Rule 37, which states that "any one claiming an interest in the litigation may at any time be permitted to intervene." While this rule does not appear to grant an absolute right to intervene in any case, the practice has been to allow such a right in certain instances, e.g., where there is property in the custody of the court which the intervener claims as owner or upon which he claims a lien, legal or equitable, 6 or where the intervener is already represented in an action before the court, but inadequately. The inadequacy may exist because of collusion, diverse interests, or simply non-feasance of duty on the part of the representative. In other cases the right to intervene is discretionary, and is granted for the purpose of trial convenience. 8 The distinction between the absolute and the discretionary right to intervene has been incorporated into Rule 24 of the newly proposed rules of civil procedure.' Subdivision (a) of the Rule, entitled "intervention of right," allows intervention as of right where (1) a statute of the United States confers an unconditional right to intervene; (2) "when the representation of the applicant's interest by existing parties is or may be inadequate and the applicant is or may be bound by a judgment in the action;" or (3) "when the applicant is so situated as to be adversely affected by a distribution or other disposition of property in the custody of the court or of an officer thereof." Subdivision (b) of the Rule is entitled "permissive intervention," and allows discretionary intervention in two cases: (1) "when a statute of the United States confers a conditional right to intervene," and (2) "when an applicant's claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or fact in common."
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The Rule as to discretionary intervention also states: "In exercising its discretion the court shall consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the rights of the original parties."
In certain instances the right to intervene is governed by special statutes, for instance, the right to intervene in suits to enforce or set aside orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 1 " the right to intervene in proceedings before the Federal Trade Commission 1 or before the Secretary of Agriculture under the Packers and Stockyards Act, 2 and the right to intervene in suits against the contractors, or their sureties, of public works or buildings for the United States.' 3 These statutes often do not make it clear whether their intent is to give an absolute right to intervene, or merely to provide for intervention, absolute or discretionary, according to the ordinary rules of intervention.
Where a suit is brought by or against the United States to enforce or set aside an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Commission and parties in interest to the hearing before the Commission may intervene "as of right." Here by statute, and by dicta in some cases, the right to intervene would seem to be absolute.
14 But "communities, associations, corporations, firms, and individuals . . . nay intervene." This might be construed as giving only a discretionary right to intervene, or as a grant of a general right to intervene with an application of equity practice as to whether the right is absolute or discretionary in any particular case.'
5
In hearings before the Federal Trade Commission, a § in those before the Interstate Commerce Commission, the right to intervene appears to be governed by ordinary rules concerning intervention, although the language of the statute is entirely permissive." 0 This seems 15. It is not clear whether this allows intervention by an unincorporated association which lacks capacity to sue or be sued under the law of the state in which the district court sits. There is a dictum that they may [Moffatt Tunnel League v. United States, 289 U. S. 113, 120 (1933)], although they were not able to come under this provision to bring an original suit to set aside an order of the Commission. Ibid. This latter difficulty is solved by Federal Rule 17(b) which provides that an unincorporated association or partnership having no capacity to sue or be sued by the law of the state in which the district court is held "may sue or be sued in its common name for the purpose of enforcing for or against it a substantive right existing under the Constitution or laws of the United States." DA~rr, April, 1937, at 47.
16. 38 STAT. 719 (1914) ,' 15 U.S.C. §45 (1934) . "Any person, partnership, or corporation may make application, and upon good cause shown may be allowed by the Commission to intervene and appear in said proceeding by counsel or in person." (Vol. 47: 898 to be the case also in hearings before the Secretary of Agriculture under the Packers and Stockyards Act begun by complaint of the Secretary against a packer for violation of the Act.' Again the statute is permissive: "Any person for good cause shown may on application be allowed by the Secretary to intervene." But a person with an absolute right under ordinary rules probably would have an absolute right here. Prior to the Act of August 24, 1935, persons furnishing labor and materials to contractors of public buildings for the United States were given the right to intervene in proceedings against the contractor or the contractors by the United States. If the United States did not bring the action, a creditor might sue in the name of the United States for the use of creditors generally. Only one action could be brought, although other creditors could file their claims in the action and be made parties." 8 At the present time any creditor may sue on the bond in the name of the United States. 1 9 While the right on the bond is no longer limited to one action, such creditors apparently still have an absolute right to intervene in an action brought by another creditor, as was formerly provided in the statute. In addition, laborers and mechanics working for the contractors are expressly given the same absolute right of intervention as is given these creditors."
In private litigation concerning the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the United States "may intervene" where public interests are involved. 2 Here the language is permissive, but it is clear that the intent was to confer an absolute right.--The United States may intervene now as of right in any court of the United States when the constitutionality of any act of Congress affecting the public interest is questioned; the government becomes a party for the presentation of evidence c. 30-124], but in the absence of such statutes there is no absolute right to intervene. It contrast with the limited right to intervene granted to the sovereign in this country, is the right granted in France to the public ministry. Deak-and Rheinstein, sspro, at 857. The parquet in France has the duty to intervene in all cases affecting public policy, and he is a party in all cases which reach the Court of Cassation, even though these cases may not involve public policy directly.
dealing with the constitutionality of the act. 2 " The final draft of the Federal Rules provides that "when the constitutionality of an act of Congress affecting the public interest is drawn in question in any action to which the United States or an officer, agency, or employee thereof is not a party, the court shall notify the Attorney General of the United States." 24 The right to intervene in reorganization proceedings is governed by special provisions in the reorganization acts. 2 " These acts, again, are obscure as to whether an absolute or discretionary right to intervene is granted, or whether ordinary intervention practice is to be applicable. Further, these acts may be thought to distinguish between a right to be heard and a right to intervene and become a party. We have discussed these provisions in detail in our previous article, and shall discuss them later in this article when we apply" the rules concerning the procedure, status and federal jurisdictional requirements of interveners to the reorganization situation. 2 "
The nature of his right to intervene is of course only one problem facing the intervener. The additional problems concerning the intervener in the federal courts may be classified roughly as dealing with (1) the procedure for intervention; (2) the status of the intervener; and (3) the federal jurisdictional requirements in their relation to intervention. These problems are only partially solved by the proposed rules of civil procedure, which are somewhat specific as to the procedure for intervention, but which do not cover, save possibly by 'implication, the status of the intervener or the problem of jurisdictional requirements. In completing this study of federal intervention, we shall discuss these three general problems, again applying the distinctions made to the reorganization field. In so doing we shall of course rely heavily on the distinction already made between the absolute and the discretionary right to intervene. The absolute right to intervene connotes that the intervener's interest in the proceeding is so great that in justice he must be allowed to protect his interest in the case. It is to be expected that the status of such an intervener and the jurisdictional requirements which he must meet may well be different than the status of, and the jurisdictional [Vol. 47: 898 requirements for, an intervener whose right to intervene is discretionary and is granted only for the purpose of trial convenience.
I. THE PROCEDURE OF INTERVENTION
Subdivision (c) of Rule 24 of the federal rules is somewhat specific on the procedure to be followed in intervention. It states:. "A person desiring to intervene shall serve a motion to intervene upon all parties affected thereby. The motion shall state the grounds therefor and shall be accompanied by a pleading setting forth the claim or defense for which intervention is sought. The same procedure shall be followed when a statute of the United States gives a right to intervene. When the constitutionality of an act of Congress affecting the public interest is drawn in question in any action to which the United States or an officer, agency, or employee thereof is not a party, the court shall notify the Attorney General of the United States as provided in the Act of August 24, 1937."
The best discussion of intervention procedure in the past is to be found in Atlantic Refining Co. v . Port Lobos Petroleum Corp.2-There a stockholder was allowed to intervene to file an answer in a suit against his corporation. The court, after discussing proper intervention practice, concluded, inter alia, that (1) a petition of intervention may be filed only by leave of court; (2) the mere filing does not make the petitioner a party to the cause; (3) after filing the petition, notice should be given and hearing had; (4) the hearing should be followed by an order denying or granting leave to the petitioner to intervene and become a party; (5) the petition must present a well pleaded defense. It has been possible in the past for the plaintiff or defendant to waive these procedural requirements as to the intervener.' But up to the present time there has been no settled uniform practice in regard to proper procedure on intervention, a result that is doubtless partially due to tie haphazard manner in which the courts have often treated intervention.
The federal Rule, however, does adopt the essence of the procedure advocated in the Atlantic Refining Company case. There are some differences. Leave of court is not required for the filing of the petition to intervene, which is called a motion under the new Rule. according to the "better practice" an applicant to intervene for a defensive purpose ought to present a proposed answer, and the recommendation of the Atlantic Refining Company case on this point have been extended in the Rule to all interveners, whether the proposed pleading be defensive or aggressive.
Intervention should normally be early in the proceedings. 81 It may be allowed after the proceedings are well under way, but this depends upon the amount of administrative inconvenience caused, and also upon whether the right to intervene is absolute or discretionary." 2 The trial court may not allow intervention in the proceedings after the appeal has been argued," 3 although in an unusual case intervention may be allowed in the appellate proceedings. 34 The problem of the late intervener has a different aspect which affects his status," 5 for the late intervener normally is bound by prior orders and evidence taken and may be prevented from raising issues which more properly should have been raised at an earlier date. But it is useful to keep the status aspect separate from the problem of when an intervention petition will be granted by the court.
The proposed intervention rule states that the motion to intervene shall be "served upon all parties affected thereby," 8 " but does not outline the manner of service. The rule, however, should be interpreted as allowing service on the parties' attorneys under the rather liberal terms of Rule. 5 concerning service and filing of pleadings and other papers unless this is negatived by the court. 3 7 Where an original party is in default for failure to appear, however, it seems probable that service as to him must be made as required under Rule 4 for the service of process. 3 8 The proposed complaint or answer of the intervener must state a well pleaded claim or defense." On the application for intervention, the well [Vol. 47: 898 pleaded allegations will be taken as true. 40 Ordinary rules of procedure will control the interpretation of the pleading. 4 1 Thus in pleading fraud it will be necessary to state facts in some detail.' An intervening shareholder cannot avoid the rules requiring shareholders who desire to present a corporate defense to state that the directors have been asked to take action and have refused, or that through reason of fraud such a request would be meaningless and therefore unnecessary. 43 Whether a good defense is stated is, of course, a problem of substantive law. Thus in the Equitable Trust Co. case, 44 where stockholders desired to prove a note issue was ultra vires and void as to the corporation, the court pointed out that the corporation could not raise the defense while retaining the benefits of the transaction, and that therefore the stockholder would not be aided by that defense.
Interveners will be subject to the general pleading and procedure rules, e.g., rules on joinder of actions and parties. 4 If intervention is denied, there is a right to appeal from the order denying intervention only if the right to intervene was absolute, unless the trial court abused its discretion in denying the discretionary right to intervene." 0 But it could seldom, if ever, be shown that the trial court abused its discretion in denying the permissive right to intervene. Once intervention has been allowed, the intervener has the right to appeal from all interlocutory and final orders which affect him and from which an appeal is given by statute, whether the right under which he intervened was originally absolute or discretionary. 47 In straight bankruptcy and in reorganizations through bankruptcy an appeal will be as of right or by permission depending upon the issue involved and whether it comes within Section 24 or Section 25 of the Bankruptcy Act.
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An intervener must be sharply distinguished from a mere amicus curiae or a person who has been heard but has never intervened. 48 Thus stockholders, who file petitions 'of intervention which are never acted upon, or bondholders whose petition for intervention is dismissed, may not appeal from a final order entered later in the proceedings, since they were not parties to the action. 4 9 Since in the past an allowance of an appeal has been necessary if the court refused to grant an appeal, the remedy has been to secure mandamus from the appellate court.6 0 Because of the difficulty of determining whether the right to intervene is absolute or discretionary, it has been suggested that permission to appeal should be given in every case. 1 The appeal would then be dismissed if the right to intervene were only discretionary and the trial court had not abused its discretion in denying intervention. 2 In common practice, however, upon deciding that the right to intervene was only discretionary, the appellate court has not dismissed the appeal, but rather has affirmed the order denying admission."
The same general theory will apply under the Rules. The procedure, however, has been changed. In the usual case where the appeal is to a circuit court of appeals, the applicant for intervention whose petition has been denied would file a notice of appeal, and further proceed in accordance with Rules 73, 74, 75 and 76, which deal with the perfecting of an appeal and the record thereon. If the appeal were from an order denying the discretionary right, the circuit court of appeals could dismiss the appeal unless abuse of discretion were shown. But since this will involve some examination of the record, the practice in all cases, whether the right is absolute or discretionary, will probably conform to that of the past, i.e., an examination of the merits of the intervener's claim. [Vol. 47: 898
Normally the appeal itself will follow the procedure for appeal of the main proceedings. 4 If this procedure were limited to appeal to the circuit court of appeals, an appeal of the intervener will be similarly limited, even though the intervener's claim is of such nature that in an independent proceeding he would be entitled to a right of appeal to the Supreme Court.r 5 II. THE STATUS OF THE INTERVENER Equity Rule 37 provided that "intervention shall be in subordination to and in recognition of, the propriety of the main proceeding." ' ' This requirement was suggested by the bar committee of the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Eighth CircuitY The requirement is ambiguous. Literally applied, a third person would always be precluded from intervention as a defendant to challenge the plaintiff's claim. Yet manufacturers are commonly allowed to intervene and present a defense to a patent infringement action brought against a dealer.' s But when a person is allowed to intervene and present a defense in the same manner as an original defendant, it is a misuse of language to say that such intervention is in subordination to, and in recognition of, the propriety of the main proceeding. Trouble and confusion lurk in the ambiguities of the requirement. where in a suit before a three-judge court to restrain certain officials of Texas from enforcing its conservation law, questions between interveners and plaintiff were by agreement submitted to and were to be decided by a single judge. If this procedure is followed, the appeal in the main proceeding will be direct to the United States Supreme Court, vlule the appeal on the issues between the plaintiff and the interveners will be to the circuit court of appeals. The three-judge court, however, dismissed plaintiff's bill, and stated that the case between plaintiff and interveners fell with it.
56. R-v. with Brictson, the controlling figure of the manufacturing company, secured a default judgment against the company for $51,000. Service in the action was made upon one Breed, a supposed director of the company, a 72-year old gentleman living on a farm, who had been so ill for ten months prior to service that it had been impossible for him to move from one place to another without assistance, and who was so little interested in the matter that he did not advise any officers of the company of the service upon him. He had been a director, having been given one share of stock by Brictson in 1923. In 1923 he had attended one meeting of the board of directors, but since that time had received no notice of any directors' meeting and had attended none prior to the litigation, which was in 1929. Soon after this default judgment an involuntary petition in bankruptcy was filed against the corporation, service was again made upon Breed, and adjudication had. Stockholders and creditors of tile corporation sought to intervene soon thereafter in the case in which the default judgment had been entered, and in the bankruptcy proceeding, to set aside the default judgment and the adjudication of bankruptcy. The petitions were denied because of the requirement in question. Small wonder that the Eighth Circuit, which had sponsored the requirement, should deploringly observe :6 "If we could see any legal way in which we could, without doing violence to well-established rules of equity, set aside these judgments and permit the interveners to contest the question of insolvency and the amount of the attorney's fees (the default judgment), we would do so, but in the condition of this record our hands are tied by Equity Rule 37 . . . They (interveners) do not attempt to come into the action as interveners in subordination to the main proceedings but in defiance thereto. To seek to set aside the entire proceedings in a case and to have the same held for naught on the ground that they were absolutely void cannot be in recognition of the propriety of the main suit. We are forced somewhat reluctantly to the conclusion that appellants come under the prohibition of Equity Rule 37 . . . "
Had the court realized that the rule of subordination was construed generally to effect a workable procedure it could have avoided the harsh result. The rule of subordination probably was designed to preclude an intervener from raising frivolous issues, attacking administrative orders already made, interfering with the general control of the litigation, and unduly delaying such litigation. In a great many cases the requirement has been used by courts to thwart such tactics in interveners and also as a make-weight argument in denying the merits of an intervention. The May, 1936 draft of the Rules stated that: 6 ' "An intervener shall have the right to litigate the claim or defense for which he intervenes on the merits; and new parties may be brought in when necessary to adjudicate fully the claim of the intervenor."
No comparable provision was contained in the April, 1937 draft, nor the final draft. But the intervention rule does not state, as did Equity Rule 37, that intervention must be subordinate to the main proceedings. By implication, therefore, the rule negatives the subordination requirement of old Equity Rule 37. With the subordination requirement of Equity Rule 37 omitted, it was superfluous to add that the intervener could litigate on the merits the claim or defense for which the intervention was permitted. Further, Rule 13 on Counterclaim and Cross-claim in the April, 1937 draft was expanded to include all parties to an action, and was not delimited to the defendant as was Equity Rule 30 and Rule 18 of the May, 1936 draft which dealt with Counterclaim and Crossclaim. It was, therefore, unnecessary to provide expressly that an intervener could counterclaim and bring in third parties. He may do so if the pleading which he proposes to file when he seeks intervention shows that he desires to press a counterclain; otherwise he will be permitted to amend that proposed pleading in the sound discretion of the court to state a counterclaim. A strict interpretation of Rule 13 might limit that rule to original defendants, and thus preserve the doctrine of Chandler & Price v. Brandtjen & Kluge, Inc., 62 but such an interpretation would not do justice to the plain language of the rule.
Cases construing the subordination requirement of Equity Rule 37 will be helpful in indicating the utility and the danger of a rule which deals with subordination. Those that preclude a hearing of the intervener's claim or defense on the merits should no longer be regarded as persuasive. Those that keep intervention within bounds-by precluding the intervener from raising frivolous issues, from attacking administrative orders already made, from interfering with the general control of the litigation, and from unduly delaying such litigation-are helpful because of their inherent good sense. 
1938]
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SUBORDINATION
The subordination rule limits the kinds of questions which the intervener may raise in the proceeding and operates differently as to each. These questions may be roughly classified as three: (1) the real jurisdiction of the court, i.e., the power of the court to pronounce a judgment good against collateral attack; (2) the assumption of jurisdiction over the proceedings, i.e., whether the court in its discretion should have proceeded in the action; (3) the merits of a claim or defense. In most cases the operation of the subordination rule is dependent upon whether the intervener has an absolute right to intervene or only a discretionary right allowed for the purpose of trial convenience.
Lack of Real Jurisdiction. An intervener, no matter whether his right to intervene be discretionary or absolute, may question the court's real jurisdiction over the subject matter. A lack of real jurisdiction must be taken account of by the court itself, and no matter how the question is raised, a court will have to dismiss proceedings over which it lacks such jurisdiction. That an intervener may question the lack of real jurisdiction is indicated in Scattergood v. American Pipe,1 4 where the debtor corporation had not objected to the improper venue and had consented to the appointment of a receiver. An intervening stockholder raised the question of the lack of jurisdiction and the propriety of the appointment of the receiver. The court states that as to the lack of jurisdiction, "either the District court or this court would be bound to take note of that fact (however the knowledge might be acquired) and to dismiss the bill of its own motion." 8 5 The court concluded, however, that there was real jurisdiction over the proceedings: (1) there was diversity of citizenship and the requisite amount in controversy; and (2) there was corporate property within the district. It refused to hear the intervener's claim that the property within the district was insufficient to warrant the appointment of a receiver, i.e., the propriety of the court proceeding in the action. This refusal seems proper, because unless the directors of the corporation are acting fraudulently they represent adequately all stockholders on such administrative questions as to where the receivership should proceed. 6 In Cochrane v. Potts Sons & Co.," 7 intervention was allowed state trustees of various security issues for the purpose of contesting the jurisdiction of the federal court. They denied its power to appoint a receiver over collateral underlying their issues in a proceeding begun by a plaintiff who, it was alleged, had no interest in their collateral. The Circuit Court of Appeals ordered the collateral securities in question turned over to the interveners on the theory that the federal court had no jurisdiction over that subject matter, i.e., over the collateral securities in which plaintiff was not interested. To be sure, one can frequently find courts stating that the intervener may not question the jurisdiction of the court, but in these cases usually something other than real jurisdiction is meant. 6 8 Just as any intervener may raise the question of a lack of real jurisdiction, because the court is bound to take notice of this defect itself, intervention will not serve as a means of conferring real jurisdiction."C On the other hand, even though the action was improperly brought and should, and eventually will, be dismissed, the court may retain jurisdiction to adjudicate issues raised by interveners when necessary to do justice. 70 Propriety of Proceeding. In many cases the court has what we have termed real jurisdiction, but the contention is nevertheless made that the court should not proceed further with the action because of its improper assumption of jurisdiction. The largest group of cases in this category are those where a receivership was begun on an unsecured creditor's where there was a collateral attack on the decrees passed by a federal circuit judge sitting as a district judge, as being allegedly void since the appointment of the receiver by the circuit judge was in violation of the rules of the district judges. The collateral attacl: failed, the court stating that a direct attack could have been made through intervention despite the subordination rule. This does not seem to have involved real jurisdiction. But since the attack was on the power of the receiver, representation would be inadequate for shareholders (despite the consent of the defendants) and the right to intervene and attack discretionary jurisdiction would be absolute. Further, the order of the court stated that "the defendant or other party in interest may be heard." bill without execution returned unsatisfied, or where the court assumed jurisdiction over a corporation through a receivership when the corporation's main assets or domicile were in another venue, but where the corporation had waived the venue defense. Both of these cases represent instances where, under certain conditions, it may be argued that an assumption of jurisdiction may be an abuse of discretion. Indeed, the status of a receivership begun on an unsecured creditor's bill without execution returned unsatisfied has never been satisfactorily settled, but it has been pointed out that the doubt concerns not what we have termed real jurisdiction, but rather the propriety of giving receivership relief. 71 The intervener who desires to raise such a question has, of course, been met with the subordination rule. It would seem that if the intervener's right to intervene is absolute, he will be able to successfully raise this question; on the other hand, if the inteyrvener's right is discretionary and he is permitted to intervene to facilitate the litigation of his claim or defense, he will not be permitted to argue that the court should not proceed further. The cases denying the intervener's right to raise the question of an improper assumption of jurisdiction are, with one possible exception, 7 2 cases in which the intervener's right was only discretionary and in which, furthermore, the court decided the issue on its merits against the intervener.
The rule that an intervener with an absolute right to intervene may contest the discretionary jurisdiction of the court finds some support in the dictum in Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh v. Jones. 7 " There the intervener, without an absolute right to intervene, desired to question the propriety of an equity receivership begun on an unsecured creditor's bill. The court, in stating that the intervener with a discretionary right to intervene could not question this type of jurisdiction, pointed out that the intervener was neither a necessary nor a proper party in the litigation. It may be possible to construe this statement as meaning that the intervener's interest in the litigation was not sufficiently great to justify his raising this type of question. There is an implication that the intervener's interest would be sufficiently great, if he had an absolute right to intervene, for in those cases his interest in property is in grave jeopardy or he is already a party to the proceeding but inadequately represented. In Central Trust Co. v 
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[Vol. 47: 898 parently had no absolute right to intervene, unsuccessfully questioned the propriety of a receivership over the corporation in a district outside the corporate domicil. The court in the Scattergood case," in explaining the McGeorge case, points out that the stockholders and creditors would have been able to raise the question of a lack of real jurisdiction; they could not, however, question the discretion of the court in assuming jurisdiction where the corporation had waived its right not to be sued in a district outside its domicil. In Primos Chemical Co. v. Fulton Steel Corporation, 76 the court had taken jurisdiction through an equity receivership over a debtor who had only personal property in the district of the court. Judge Augustus Hand held that the court did have jurisdiction, and stated that the interveners could not raise the question of whether the court in its discretion should have taken jurisdiction where the original defendants had appeared voluntarily and submitted to the jurisdiction. The interveners in the Primos case had only a discretionary right to intervene. 7 7
Contesting the Merits of a Claim or Defense. Finally, the intervener may desire to question the merits of a claim or defense. Thus he may desire (1) to question whether the allegations of the complaint are sufficient, or (2) to contest a claimant's right to a certain amount of damages, or (3) to press a claim of his own which will have the effect of reducing the value of other claims.
There seems to be no doubt that an intervener having an absolute right to intervene can raise any one of these issues. 7 It would be meaningless to give him an absolute right to intervene in order to protect his interest, if once in the proceeding he were barred from raising questions necessary for his own protection. Thus in Harrison v. Nixon.. 0 the Supreme Court, in an opinion by Mr. Justice Story, allowed the claimants of a fund in the hands of the executor to intervene ten years after the death of the testator and nearly six months after the final decree and to point out successfully that the entire proceeding in the circuit court was a nullity because of a failure to allege the domicil of the testator. "A final decree of a circuit court, rendered in a long-pending and zealously contested cause, after the fullest consideration, has not only been reversed, but all its proceedings so completely annulled as to open the case to new parties, new bills, pleadings, issues and evidence; and to make it necessary to begin de novo, in the same manner as if the Court had never acted on any question which could arise." Id., at 506. This case should be remembered in connection with the ordinary applicable rule that an intervener is bound by prior decrees. See infra, p. 916.
It may be suggested, also, that an intervener who has only a discretionary right to intervene should also be allowed to raise any one of these objections insofar as these claims are antagonistic to the claim or defense for which he is permitted to intervene. It is clear that these questions may unduly burden the proceedings when raised by one having only a discretionary right to intervene. The remedy, however, is to deny intervention, or at least to allow intervention only for limited purposes. 8 " If the proper procedure for intervention is followed, the court may allow intervention either generally or specially upon the basis of the pleading which the intervener proposes to file. It would seem quixotic, however, to allow intervention, and then to deny the intervener the right to present his claim or defense, because in doing so, as will often be the case, he is forced to attack a claim or defense or to reduce the value of other claims.
If trial convenience will not be served by a presentation of the intervener's claim or defense, the permissive right to intervene for that purpose should be denied. Many cases denying intervention are explainable on this ground. Thus persons claiming an equitable lien on securities have been denied intervention in a suit for the return of those securities, where the court denied the equitable lien, and where the intervener sought to contest the plaintiff's right, in his capacity as statutory receiver, to sue for the securities. 8 ' A state has been denied the right to intervene in a receivership in order to show that the purpose of the receivership is the final step in the consummation of an illegal merger or consolidation."' The heir of a settlor has been denied the right to contest the present validity of a trust, when the main proceeding involved an attempt to discover whether the consolidation of Leander Clark College and Coe College was in violation of the terms of the trust fund or whether the fund should be applied cy pres. 83 Intervention has been denied to a discretionary intervener for the purpose of showing that the plaintiff 80. Thus where a judgment creditor brought a creditor's bill against a corporation to reach its equity in property mortgaged by it, a stockholder substantially interested in the corporate defendant was not allowed to intervene to raise questions in issue in a state court proceeding between applicant and the corporation on one side and the plaintiff on the other relative to a stock and bond transaction. The issues were thought to be dissimilar, and trial convenience best served by allowing the federal and state court litigation to proceed separately. [Vol. 47: 898
was not the real party in interest, even though if this had been proved the court might have lacked jurisdiction." 4 It may be suggested, however, that if the problem of the discretionary intervenor were treated as one of trial convenience, and not as a matter generally involving a problem of subordination, many cases denying intervention ostensibly on a basis of the subordination rule would have been decided differently. For instance, the Eighth Circuit has denied intervention to creditors in a foreclosure proceeding for the purpose of contesting the validity of the trust *deed." While the denial cannot be said to have been improper, assuming the representation of the creditors in the proceedings was adequate, the court apparently denied intervention because the interveners could not attack the validity of the trust deed since "it was the trust deed which had produced the fund in court." 8 0 Since the validity of the trust deed is a matter of real concern in the main litigation, there seems to be no purpose in delaying the discussion of its validity until after the decree of sale when the creditors would have an interest in a fund in court and an absolute right to intervene. Trial convenience is not served by such action.
The Whittaker case" 7 serves to illustrate again the somewhat unique position occupied by creditors and stockholders in receivership or bankruptcy proceedings. Because they are supposedly represented already in the proceedings, their entrance may be dependent upon a showing of inadequate representation. In the Forbes case it was held that in a receivership of a corporation obtained at the suit of a stockholder, other stockholders might not intervene in order to file a cross bill to have the receiver's sale suspended. It had not been shown that there was "collusion or fraud" in the institution of the proceedings. Representation was supposedly adequate because the court was "satisfied that the charges of fraud and collusion made against the receiver are entirely ground- 
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less." ' a The difficulty could be avoided by a frank recognition that stockholders and creditors at the present time are not adequately represented in such proceedings and should therefore be granted an absolute right to intervene.
PRIOR DECREES
Closely connected with the idea of subordination, and indeed often treated as though it were a part of .that principle, is the general and well settled rule, stated by Mr. Justice Brandeis to be "that intervention will not be allowed for the purpose of impeaching a decree already made." ' Consent decrees and administrative orders are, therefore, not ordinarily subject to attack.ssa This general intervention rule is based upon the same policy underlying the general rule of finality of orders and judgments between original parties. And just as there are exceptions to the latter rule, so are there exceptions to the general intervention rule. Rarely, however, should administrative orders and decrees entered prior to intervention be set aside at the intervener's behest. Nor should other orders and decrees be set aside unless a clear case is made out that such prior order or decree would deprive the intervener of substantial rights which he has not been remiss in pressing. The fact that the petitioner has an absolute right to intervene will not in itself be a basis for the avoidance [
the right to intervene is discretionary, one factor in denying intervention will be the administrative inconvenience that intervention might cause, or the fact that intervention for the sole purpose of attacking a prior decree would be useless." 9 Where the right to intervene is absolute, however, it is particularly important that the problems be kept separate. In Ex parte Jordan, where bondholders desired to intervene and to object to certain prior orders and final decrees rendered prior to their admission in the proceeding, the Supreme Court in allowing intervention distinguished between the right to intervene and the possibility of contesting the prior orders and decrees. "When the case gets here the petitioners may not be allowed to go behind orders actually made by the court as to the administration of the property before they were permitted to defend." 90 The rule as to prior decrees shades off into a general rule that the late intervener who has been guilty of what might be termed laches will not be allowed to cause undue administrative inconvenience which would have been avoided but for his delay. It is well to remember, however, that the fact that intervention is sought at a late date in the proceedings does not necessarily mean that prior orders will be questioned nor that there will be administrative difficulties. Thus in the receivership of the First Federal Trust Co. v. First National Bank of San Francisco,2' creditors were permitted intervention to ask for immediate sale and liquidation, despite the lapse of four years, since the court felt that intervention made for no administrative difficulties. It seems particularly important that the question of laches or lateness in intervening should not be treated in the first instance as controlling the right of the intervenor to come into the proceedings, but rather should be considered at a later time when the intervener's claim or defense is considered on the merits. Where a purchaser at a foreclosure sale sought to intervene two years later in the proceedings and reject a contract which ran with the purchase, Chief Justice Taft commented: "It may be that equity will not give it (the purchaser) relief from mistake under the circumstances. It may be that it has acquiesced and may be denied relief on that account. 90. 94 U. S. 248, at 252 (1876). The interveners had been "defendants and actors" in a reference before a master, although "it is true that the petitioners were not parties to the suit until after the bill was taken as confessed. 
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Many examples can be given of the operation of the rule under consideration as a limitation upon the status of the intervener. In Harris Trust & Savings Bank v. Chicago Rys. Co., 93 the rule as to prior decrees was one ground for denying the contention of interveners that the amount paid by the receiver of the Chicago Railways to the City of Chicago was improper. In Lincoln Printing Co. v. Middle West Utilities Co., 94 it was said that the intervening owner of stock could not question the original appointment of the receiver, although he could question the present ineligibility of the receiver. Where the court has appointed a receiver on condition that certain claims be prior to the claims under the 'mortgage, bondholders who intervene are bound by the previous consent of the trustee to the order. 9 5 It has been held that interveners may not question a prior decree of sale, 9 " nor may they have a receivership continued when prior to their intervention it was held to be improper. T One court has allowed intervention on the express provision that evi- 2d) 418 (C. C. A. 8th, 1931) ] seems open to criticism on this point. Here intervention was denied to a bondholders' committee because the bondholders were sufficiently well represented by the trustee and also because the committee did not attempt to assert its claim of the invalidity of the pledge of bonds to the United States until six years after the receivership began and after final decree of foreclosure and sale. The court brushed aside the argument of the committee that not until the end of the six year period had it discovered the facts upon which it based its claim because "the mere failure and neglect of the committee to employ counsel until after final decree has been entered furnishes no excuse for its negligence and delay in seeking to protect its alleged rights." Id., at 422. The court nevertheless recognized the rule that intervention is a matter of right "where the petitioner, not being already fairly represented, is asserting a right which could be lost or substantially affected if intervention were denied." Where the original proceeding was filed as a class action, a later petitioning intervener will not be guilty of laches if his claims have been put forward in the class action. But he may find himself barred by laches from reopening matters finally litigated. even though the plaintiff would be said to have waived that defense as against an original defendant; (6) may an original party counterclaim against the intervener. There has been a great deal of litigation on these issues in recent years, particularly with respect to patent infringement and unfair competition, and while it is impossible to answer the questions with certainty, the trend of the cases is fairly clear.
At the outset it must be again indicated that the desire of the petitioner to present a counterclaim or to add new parties may be one reason for denying intervention for these purposes, if the right to intervene is only discretionary. The fact that the intervener's "position is essentially aggressive," as was stated in Coffin v. Chattanooga Water and Power Co., 9 has been posited as a ground for denying intervention. The addition of new issues and new parties under certain circumstances may be considered contrary'to orderly procedure-3 0 0 Under the procedure adopted by the new Rules the court will be able to determine before intervention is allowed, subject, of course, to its power to permit amendments, whether the intervener proposes to counterclaim or add new parties, and it may then determine the scope of the intervention which it wishes to allow.")' 
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If general intervention has been allowed, however, it is reasonably clear that the intervener has the same right to counterclaim or cross-claim as an original party. In the field of intervention it is to be regretted that in the past petitioners have often failed to file proposed pleadings with their petitions; if they had done so, it is probable that the rules concerning counterclaims and third parties would be less strict. The Federal Rules, as pointed out above, have clarified this problem in the direction of freedom to counterclaim and cross-claim.
Up to the present the intervener's right to counterclaim was dependent on a construction of Equity Rule 30, which provides for answers and counterclaims in general. The rule states that "The answer must state in short and simple form any counterclaim arising out of the transaction which is the subject matter of the suit, and may, without cross bill, set up any set-off or counterclaim against the plaintiff which may be the subject of an independent suit in equity against him . .
"102
The difficulty, however, is that Equity Rule 30 previously states that "The defendant by his answer shall set out in short and simple terms his defense." This made it possible to argue that Rule 30 was only applicable to original defendants and not to interveners, even though the interveners came in as defendants.
Equity Rule 30 has generally been applied, however, to permit an intervener to counterclaim only when the particular counterclaim was one open to the original defendant.
103
But cases so holding were all cases in which the right to intervene was only discretionary, 10 4 and therefore it is possible to argue that if the intervener had had an absolute right to intervene, his status would not have been so limited. 10 5 Where the intervener has an absolute right, and his intervention is as a party plaintiff, as is so often the case, it would seem that he might bring in third parties, and interject claims based upon his absolute right, which are not open to any of the other parties. This might well be the case even if his intervention were as a party defendant. The right to bring in third parties was, of course, limited with the right to counterclaim.
Apparently an intervener with only a discretionary right could not bring in third parties with respect to his counterclaim if the original party with whom he was aligned could not have done so relative to that counterclaim." 0 6 If the intervener with a discretionary right may bring in third parties, and if the citizenship of the third parties is material, as in diversity of citizenship, it would seem the third parties may not be added to the suit when the effect would be to oust the court of jurisdiction over the counterclaim. 1 0 7 If those third parties are indispensable, the counterclaim may not be adjudicated. The argument could be made that an intervener with an absolute right to intervene would not have been so limited, and that, further, in adding new parties, the intervener having an absolute right would not have to show independent jurisdictional grounds' 0
The historical development of the above rules on counterclaims can be traced through the following cases. The earliest case on the point appears to have been Curran v. St. Charles Car Co.,1 0 3 where the manufacturer of an apparatus which allegedly infringed the plaintiff's patent sought intervention in a suit against his customer. The petition of the manufacturer seemed to the court to be a "reasonable request," and accordingly was allowed. The manufacturer, however, then presented , where even though the right to intervene 'was absolute in a suit to set aside an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, it was held that intervention might not be for the purpose of a counterclaim "that does not arise out of the transaction that is the subject of the suit and is not germane or related to it" and is not ordinarily triable by a three judge court. The original action was to set aside an order of the Commission ordering that a Tariff be "stricken from the files:' The intervener claimed that the tariff should be stricken since the operation for which the tariff was filed came under Section 1(18) as to the operation of an extension of a railroad without a certificate of public convenience. The concept "transaction germane to the suit" would seem to be sufficiently broad to cover the counterclaim, although the argument based on the special nature of the main proceeding (one before a three judge court) seems more cogent. The limitation that the counterclaim be one arising out of the transaction where there is no independent federal jurisdictional ground for the counterclaim is applicable to original defendants as well as interveners. See 
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THE YALE LAW JOURNAL a counterclaim against the complainants asking that they be restrained from threatening other customers and from bringing other suits against licensees of vendees of the manufacturer. This counterclaim was one which was not open to the original defendant inasmuch as it .was the vendee of only one machine. The court felt that it "ought not permit a third party to come in as a defendant and then file a cross-bill which the original defendant could not maintain,"' 110 and denied the counterclaim. At that date it was not clear that the intervener could counterclaim even if the counterclaim offered was one open to the original defendant. Thus in Atlas Underwear Co. v. Cooper Underwear Co., 111 intervention was refused when the intervener desired to counterclaim against the plaintiff for patent infringement and to add a new party. The court was not sure that this counterclaim would not have been allowed the original defendant, but it felt that the intervener's interest was insufficient to justify burdening the proceedings with new parties. Later, in the Allington case, 1 2 the court was willing to concede that "the right of an intervening party defendant with respect to setting up counterclaims is, under Equity Rule 30, as broad as that of an original party defendant." Nevertheless, it felt that the right must be limited to those which the original defendant could exercise.
"To permit over the objections of the plaintiff, a person to intervene not pro interesse suo only, but as a party defendant, and then to permit such intervening party defendant to set up against the plaintiff a counterclaim for affirmative relief that is not available to the original defendant, and to which the original defendant is not entitled, would be conferring upon such third persons broad rights, indeed, with respect to litigation, and might be extending the rights of third persons beyond the point intended by Equity If the plaintiff in the original proceeding is not an inhabitant of the district and has not committed acts of infringement in the district, then the intervener will be unable to counterclaim against him for patent infringement unless it can be said that the plaintiff by bringing the proceedings has waived his rights under Section 48. ' " If there is an absolute right to intervene, the intervener should be able to litigate the claim or defense for which he intervenes in all its ramifications, even though counterclaims or cross-claims are involved therein. This is so because the court's processes are being used to his prejudice. It would follow that no one could object to the presentation of his claim on the ground of improper. venue if the presentation of his claim would have been allowed on other grounds. The United States Expansion Bolt case,"' coming at a time when it was not clear as to whether, or to what extent, the intervener could counterclaim under Equity Rule 30, and involving in addition the question of waiver of venue, was something of a landmark in the development of the status of the intervener on these points. In the United States Expansion Bolt case, the Hardware Company was sued for its use of certain diamond screw anchors which were alleged to infringe the patent of the plaintiff. The Diamond Expansion Bolt Company, the manufacturer of these diamond screw anchors, intervened and proceeded to counterclaim for the infringement by the plaintiff of two other patents for an expansion shield and an expansion bolt, and in addition, it set up a claim for acts of unfair competition. The plaintiff was a citizen of New York; the suit was in Wisconsin, and the venue was incorrect for the counterclaim unless there could be said to have been a waiver. Furthermore, it was clear that the original defendant could not have counterclaimed on the two other patents. Finally, while the basis of federal jurisdiction was present for matters involving patent infringements, there was no independent jurisdiction for the claim of unfair competition, and there was no diversity between the plaintiff and the intervener. The circuit court of appeals said that the . 1925) where it was held that the manufacturer intervening in a patent infringement case may not counterclaim for damages against the plaintiff on the ground of the plaintiff's threats against its customer and interference with its business. The court pointed out that Equity Rule 30 which allows the defendant to counterclaim does not expressly include an intervener. It felt that the intervener's "range of activity . . . in the prosecution or defense of the interest he is there permitted to assert must necessarily be as extensive but no greater than that allowed the original parties to the suit." Cf. Texas Co. v. Borne Scrymser Co., 68 F. (2d) 104 (C. C. A. 4th, 1933) was not waived as to an intervener, for "the plaintiff has not chosen him as an antagonist." '1 22 The Supreme Court, on the other hand, in affirming the decision of the Circuit Court, did so, not on the grounds that the venue was incorrect, but on the grounds that "there is no suggestion that defendant has any interest in the countercaim." L * The court construed Equity Rule 30 as not applicable to an intervener. "But the context makes against construing the word 'defendant' as used in the rule to include one permitted to intervene."' 2 4 If this statement were taken literally, it would be impossible for an intervener to counterclaim at all, except by implication under Rule 37, or under the general equitable power of a court to do complete justice. This general equitable power has since been recognized to permit an original party to counterclaim against an intervener on a claim related to the intervener's claim. ' The intervener there may not object successfully on the grounds of improper venue. 26 The Federal Rules have, however, resolved much of the above confusion, provided Rule 13 on Counterclaim and Cross-Claim is given a fair, literal interpretation. That rule is applicable to all parties, whether original, intervening, or otherwise; it distinguished between compulsory and permissive counterclaims. A compulsory counterclaim is one which in general arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party's claim. Where the counterclaim is compulsory, it must be pleaded or it will be barred.
Under subdivision (h) "when the presence of parties other than those to the original action is required for the granting of complete relief in the determination of a counterclaim or cross-claim, the court shall order them to be brought in as defendants as provided in these rules." Neither the counterclaim nor the bringing in of third parties is restricted to claims which would have been allowed an original party. The intervener with an absolute right therefore seems only restricted by requirements of jurisdiction or venue in the same manner as an original party. The discretionary intervener under a liberal interpretation will also be allowed to counterclaim and to bring in third parties, although it is possible that jurisdictional and venue requirements may be more strict in his case.
On the other hand, the desire of an intervener with only a discretionary right to counterclaim or bring in third parties is of importance in determining whether his intervention will unduly burden the proceedings. The requirement that the motion to intervene shall be accompanied by a 
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proposed pleading will make it possible for the court to decide at that time whether a proposed counterclaim will unduly burden the proceedings, and it may deny or restrict intervention on that account.
Future Orders. The statement has been made that once intervention has been allowed the intervener is a party for all purposes. This statement was certainly too broad under intervention practice prior to the Federal Rules, and under the Rules the court should have the power to limit intervention to certain claims or defenses. The statement is, nevertheless, applicable to orders issued in the proceeding after there has been intervention. The intervener is bound by future orders, unless the intervention has been specially limited. In that restricted case only orders pertaining to the matter for which intervention was permitted would be binding on him. The intervener will therefore have to appeal appealable orders or decrees, or be bound by them, and he cannot merely amend his petition of intervention to ask for additional relief. 127 In submitting himself to the jurisdiction of the federal court, the intervener also makes himself vulnerable to a complete adjudication by the federal court of the issues in litigation between the intervener and the adverse party. Thus in Rice v. Durham Water Co., 2 " the intervener asked that the receiver of the Water Company be temporarily restrained from cutting off the water supply. The receiver then asked that a suit pending against the Water Company by the intervener in the state court be removed to and consolidated with the action in the federal court. This was granted, even though that suit did not involve any federal jurisdictional grounds.
III. FEDERAL JURISDICTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
When original federal jurisdiction is based on diversity of citizenship, there must be diversity between the parties plaintiff on one side and defendant on the other, as realigned by the court when necessary. 129 If the party lacking the requisite diversity is an indispensable party to the proceeding, the federal court will lose jurisdiction over the entire proceeding. 13° On the other hand, if the party lacking the requisite diversity is only a necessary and not an indispensable party, the suit may proceed in the federal court without the presence of that party.3 1 ' The widespread [Vol. 47: 898
926
practice of allowing intervention in federal proceedings, however, tends to modify these rules in practice where the foundation of jurisdiction is diversity of citizenship. A single case may serve to illustrate the difficulty. In Drimright v. Texas Sugarlad Co., 132 both the mortgagee and the former equitable owner sued the purchasers of the property for foreclosure of the mortgage declaration and enforcement of an equitable lien, or rescission. Since the federal jurisdiction was founded on diversity, it was necessary that there be complete diversity between the equity owner and mortgagee on the one hand and the purchasers of the property on the other. The former equity owner, however, had the same citizenship as one of the defendants, and the action, as brought, could not be maintained. Inasmuch as the equity owner was not an indispensable party, he was dismissed from the suit as a party plaintiff, and the bill was maintained without him. Up to this point the ordinary rules of federal jurisdiction had been followed. The equity owner, however, then proceeded to file a petition of intervention, and this was allowed. Thus through the roundabout method of intervention, a necessary party, lacking the requisite diversity, was allowed to become a party to a proceeding from which he had been dismissed. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not deal with the question of what federal jurisdictional requirements are necessary for an intervener. But on the basis of the distinction already applied in other instances between the absolute and discretionary rights to intervene, it is possible to state a rule which is in accordance with most of the cases. That rule, as above indicated, is that intervention under an absolute right or under a discretionary right in an in rem proceeding, need not be supported by grounds of jurisdiction independent of those supporting the original action. Intervention in an in persoiiam action under a discretionary right must be supported by independent grounds of jurisdiction.
The above rule protects the intervener (1) who has an unconditional, federal statutory right to intervene, or (2) whose interest is so affected by inadequate representation, or by distribution or other disposition of property subject to court control, that he has an absolute right to intervene. It is flexible enough so that a court may, in its discretion, permit intervention when a federal statute confers only a conditional right, or when convenience warrants the court to adjudicate claims or defenses of the intervener relative to property in the custody of the court, although the intervener cannot show that he has an absolute right. In those cases no independent federal grounds of jurisdiction are necessary, and the rule is in accordance with the general theory that in such situations v. Trust Co., 82 Fed. 124 (C. C.A. 8th, 1897) , which is similar to Drumright v. Co., 16 F. (2d) 657 (C. C.A. 5th, 1927) . 
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intervention is ancillary to the main proceeding. On the other hand, by requiring a showing that there would have been federal jurisdiction had he been joined as an original plaintiff or defendant, it protects the jurisdiction of the federal courts from undue expansion in the case where the intervener is admitted solely because he had a claim or defense that presents a question of law or fact common to the pending litigation. Thus if it is assumed in the Drunright case that the equity owner had an absolute right of intervention, the case was handled correctly."' If, on the other hand, he was allowed to intervene merely because his claim presented a question of law or fact common to the main litigation the case is subject to criticism. It would not seem justifiable to allow discretionary intervention to do indirectly what cannot be done directly by original joinder in an in persoham action. There are cases which seem contrary to the rule stated above. The case of Cochrane v. Potts 3 may be thought to hold that even where the right to intervene is absolute, there must be independent jurisdictional grounds to support the intervention. Here original proceedings had been begun by the holder of securities of only one of six separate bond issues, and a receiver asked for. One Kegerries, a holder of one of the other issues, intervened. The federal court appointed a receiver for securities of all the issues despite the lack of any interest of the original plaintiff in the collateral of the other issues, other than the interest of a general creditor. A trustee appointed by the state court to take charge of collateral underlying issues not held by the original petitioner intervened to demand such collateral. On appeal, Judge Hutcheson declared the jurisdiction of the federal court over the collateral, which did not underlie the issue held by the original petitioner, to be void, and, as to the intervention of Kegerries, held that inasmuch as there was not the requisite diversity between Kegerries and the defendants, there was likewise no jurisdiction over the collateral of the issue held by Kegerries. If it be assumed that the court had jurisdiction over the res, which in this case would be the collateral underlying the Kegerries' issue, then the refusal to sustain jurisdiction over the claim of Kegerries would be a holding that independent jurisdictional grounds, such as diversity, would be required from an intervener having an absolute right to intervene. The case, however, is distinguishable. Judge Hutcheson's decision was 133 . Under the broad construction given to the requirement that there be a lien or ownership as to property in order that the right to intervene be absolute in some cases, the intervener in the Drumright case might well have had an absolute right to intervene. See in particular, Aetna Casualty and Surety Co. v. American Surety Co. [Vol. 47: 898 rather based on the holding that the court lacked jurisdiction of the res (collateral underlying issues not held by the original plaintiff) prior to the entrance of Kegerries into the suit. In this respect the decision may be criticized, for the interest of a general creditor, such as the plaintiff who was both a lien and general creditor, might well suffice to give the court jurisdiction over all collateral. But if it is assumed there was no jurisdiction over the collateral in question, the entrance of Kegerries would not confer it. The case merely holds that an intervener cannot confer jurisdiction upon the court. Some cases seem to hold that a creditor having only a discretionary right to intervene need not show any independent jurisdictional grounds. These cases also may be distinguished. In Wficlita R.R. v. Public Utility Commission, 3s a utility company, having only a discretionary right, intervened in a suit by its purchaser to restrain the public service commission from raising rates. Chief Justice Taft held that this intervention did not defeat the jurisdiction of the federal court, even though the basis of jurisdiction was diversity and though there was no diversity between the intervener and the purchaser. But the intervening utility was not an indispensable party, and therefore there would be no reason for the court to lose jurisdiction over the entire proceedings. The Chief Justice did not hold that there was jurisdiction over the intervener's answer to the bill. 36 The Sixth Circuit in Vogue Co. v. Vogue Hat Co." 7 held that a decree of the court as to unfair competition would be binding on an intervening defendant in a patent infringement case, although there was no diversity between the intervener and plaintiff. But the claim for patent infringement and unfair competition constituted but one cause of action, and hence federal jurisdiction based on the daim for patent infringement supported the claim for unfair competition. The most troublesome case is In re Metropolitan Ry. Rece, ership. s There the lessor of the railway was allowed to intervene and have the receivership extended to it. Diversity was lacking between the intervener and the railway, but not between the complainant and the intervener. If it is assumed that the lessor intervened as a party defendant, the case raises no special problem. If the lessor intervened as a party plaintiff, then it is necessary to assume, unless the case is contrary to our rule, that the lessor had an absolute right to intervene -which was apparently not the theory of the case."'u 
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While it may be admitted then that there are some cases which might seem contrary to the rule as we have stated it-although we believe these cases on closer examination are reconcilable with that rule, most cases affirm the doctrine that an intervener with an absolute right need not show independent jurisdictional grounds, and that an intervener with only a discretionary right must do so. The doctrine that an intervener with an absolute right need not show independent jurisdictional grounds finds early recognition in the cases. In Freeman v. Howe, 4 " mortgagees, who had unsuccessfully attempted to replevy goods in the custody of the federal court by a state court writ, claimed that they were left without a remedy, since the federal court had custody through an attachment suit and the mortgagees had the same citizenship as the defendant in that suit. To that contention the court responded:
"those familiar with the practice of the federal courts have found no difficulty in applying a remedy, and one much more effectual than the replevin, and more consistent with the order and harmony of judicial proceedings. The principle is, that the bill filed on the equity side of the court to restrain or regulate judgments or suits at law in the same court, and thereby prevent injustice, is not an original suit, but ancillary and dependent, supplementary merely to the original suit, out of which it had arisen, and is maintained without reference to the citizenship or residence of the parties."'
141
Krippendorf v. Hyde, 42 one of the earliest cases to establish clearly the absolute right to intervene when there was an interest in a fund in court, involved intervention by a petitioner who did not show that there was any independent jurisdictional ground for his claim. The court found this to be no defect. "The question of citizenship, which might become material as an element of jurisdiction in a court of the United States when the proceeding is pending in it, is obviated by treating the intervention of the strangers to the action in his own landlord as a defendant in a possessory proceeding against his tenant was within the jurisdiction of the federal court even though the intervener and the plaintiff had the same citizenship. And one year later, in Osborne v. Barge," 4 " which was a foreclosure suit, the federal circuit court for the northern district of Iowa permitted the owner of a part of the mortgage being foreclosed and the assignees of the mortgagor to intervene. The interveners had the same citizenship as the original complainant who was made defendant in the interveners' cross action.
Phelps v. Oaks and Osborne v. Barge have been followed in numerous cases. Creditors have been permitted to intervene in the dissolution proceedings of a partnership, 4 ' even though they lacked the requisite diversity. The holder of a deed of trust on partnership real property has been held to have a right to intervene in an accounting suit brought by the wife of a partner against the co-partner, despite a lack of diversity as to the creditor.1 4 T The lessor of rails has been permitted to intervene in a receivership proceeding for recovery of the leased rails, although there was a lack of diversity between the intervener and his adversary."
In addition, the interveners were permitted to bring in new parties, some of whom did not have requisite diversity as to the interveners. [Vol. 47: 898 retention of jurisdiction in foreclosure proceedings has resulted in the purchaser being allowed, without independent jurisdictional grounds, to intervene after the sale in order to rid itself of a contract which it had failed to reject properly. ' The class of cases where independent jurisdictional grounds is unnecessary broadens, of course, as the concept of a lien on property in the custody of the court widens.
1 1 2
A great deal of authority may be found in the cases also for the proposition that where the right to intervene is only discretionary, independent federal jurisdictional grounds must be shown by the intervener. Thus interveners claiming merely a right to payment for oil taken from wells in the possession of a receiver were denied litigation of their claim when they failed to show independent jurisdictional grounds, because the circuit court of appeals, differing from the trial court, failed to find an interest in a fund in the possession of the court. 153 In a bondholder's suit against a city to collect on the bond, taxpayers could not intervene to enjoin payment of the allegedly void bonds without showing some independent jurisdictional grounds to support their intervention. taken by the bank pursuant to its right of set-off against the payee."s The intervener had a claim to a fund, but that fund was already "in the bank's possession and beyond the receiver's reach." 1 "; Similarly, creditors of the beneficiary of a spend-thrift trust could not, without showing independent jurisdictional grounds, intervene in a proceeding for the construction of a will when the court had only reserved jurisdiction over the trustee in order to determine the right of the beneficiary to obtain part of the corpus of the estate.' 0 7 In the view of the Supreme Court the trial court did not have custody or control of property which would give the intervener an absolute right to intervene.
IV. INTERVENTION AND REORGANIZATION PROCEEDINGS
In the previous article, we applied the rules on intervention to receiverships and reorganizations. ' We showed that in an equity receivership operating under the fiction of a judicial sale, it was important that creditors and stockholders be given an opportunity early in the proceedings to be heard on the reorganization plan. We pointed out that the interests of creditors and stockholders had not been sufficiently protected because of the notion that they were adequately represented. The secured creditors were often said to be represented by a trustee under an indenture, 1 5 9 the creditors in general were told they were represented by the receiver,2 c 0 and the stockholders were supposedly represented by the directors." 1 Unless some fraud cr collusion on the part of the representative could be shown, the creditors and stockholders were thereafter denied an absolute right to intervene. We suggested that in most cases it was extremely unrealistic to assert that the trustee under an indenture adequately represented the creditors under the indenture." 2 The so-called corporate trustee has most often been distinguished by its inactivity, which, whether it is justifiable inactivity or not, should not stand as a barrier against the admittance of the secured creditors into the proceedings.' -
'
The receiver has usually been more interested in conserving and operating the property than in representing the claims of creditors on a plan of reorganization. The directors are elected by stockholders to conduct a going business, and not to preserve the interest of a particular class in a reorganization looking forward to a new company. 104 We suggested, therefore, that a distinction should be made between the formal institution of the reorganization proceeding, whatever form that might take, the administration of the estate, and the reorganization process.' 65 We felt that in the absence of a showing of fraud or collusion on the part of the representative, creditors and stockholders might well be held to be represented adequately in the formal bringing of the proceedings and in the administration of the estate. Even at that point, a showing of fraud or collusion on the part of the representatives would make the right to intervene absolute. On matters close to the reorganization process itself, we felt that creditors and stockholders ought to have an absolute right to intervene. In applying these distinctions, then, we suggested that as to the initiation of proceedings, the administration of the estate under the receiver or trustee, even in the issuance of ordinary receiver's or trustee's certificates, creditors and stockholders only have a discretionary right of intervention. 0 6 ' But as to the working out of the reorganization plan, including the early stages of the plan, the formation of committees, the solicitation of deposits, and anything involving the status of a class, together with matters concerning the provisions of deposit agreements, there should be an absolute right to intervene for creditors and stockholders, because with reference to these matters they are not adequately represented by the trustee, receiver, and directors.
The corporate reorganization provisions have not essentially changed the problem of intervention. Neither Section 77 nor Section 77B are 162. Moore 
See
In re National Lock Co., 9 F. Supp. 432 (N. D. Ill. 1934). 165. Moore and Levi, supra note 1, at 606. 166. The discretionary right would become an absolute right if representation were inadequate. Even when the right is only discretionary, no independent federal jurisdictional grounds are necessary to support intervention since it is ancillary to the in rem proceeding.
[Vol. 47: 898 dear as to intervention; Section 77 is apparently more liberal, but neither is satisfactory. Both sections distinguish in some measure between the right to be heard and the right to intervene. Section 77B grants the debtor a right to be heard on all questions in the proceedings." No provision is made for hearing either committees or the trustee under the mortgage indenture. Any creditor or stockholder has the right to be heard on the permanent appointment of the trustee and on the proposed confirmation of the reorganization plan. In addition, any creditor or stockholder may be heard, upon filing a petition for leave to intervene, "on such other questions" as the judge shall determine. This provision is extremely unsatisfactory. It is open to the interpretation that intervention may not be permitted on those matters where an absolute right to be heard is granted by the statute, i.e., that the absolute right to be heard is, in fact, intervention. If this is so, it is possible to argue that there can be no right to be heard under Section 77B without an allowance of intervention. This would mean that there is an absolute right to intervene in the case where the right to be heard is absolute, and, presumably, that the right to intervene in all other cases may be only discretionary. If Section 77 is interpreted in this manner, it is less liberal on the whole than Equity Rule 37. Furthermore, since the right to be heard is only given to creditors and stockholders, and not to the indenture trustee and committees, it is again possible to deny intervention to the trustee or conmmittee on the theory that the Section means to exclude them. 6 ' This also seems unfortunate. The most reasonable interpretation of the Section seems to be that it gives an absolute right to be heard, and that there is also a right to intervene, the nature of which is not stated, and therefore ordinary rules as to intervention are applicable.
The distinction between the right to be heard and the right to intervene is much clearer under Section 77 ."r The debtor, any creditor or stockholder, the duly authorized committee, or the attorney or agent of the trustee under an indenture have the right to be heard on all questions arising in the proceedings. In addition, such persons or any other "interested party" may be permitted to intervene. The difficulty with this provision, however, is the danger of the possible interpretation that inter- In the reorganization of the Utilities' Power and Light Corporation, the S.E.C. was allowed to "intercede" to request the appointment of an independent trustee. See New York Times, Oct. 27, 1937, p. 49.
Section 77(c) (13).
vention, as opposed to the right to be heard, is always discretionary. This is probably not the case. The "may be permitted to intervene" or permissive language of the statute is similar to the permissive language of Equity Rule 37 which, as we have seen, has been construed to provide for both an absolute and a discretionary right of intervention." 0 Therefore, the ordinary rules concerning the absolute right to intervene should apply. Since the ordinary rules as applied by the courts, however, were unrealistic in the determination that creditors and stockholders were ordinarily sufficiently well represented in the proceedings, some more definite declaration of policy would be helpful. The need for a right to intervene is not satisfied by a right to be heard, for, as will be shown, they are not the same, and the right to be heard is in many cases an in-.sufficient substitute. Since our first article, there has been a great deal of discussion concerning corporate reorganization; the reports of the Securities and Exchange Commission and various other bodies investigating under congressional authority have appeared.' 7 ' Although intervention is generally recognized as one of the problems of reorganization that has not been solved satisfactorily," 7 2 we do not believe that it may be dealt with as a separate problem. The question has two aspects. The first is that security holders and stockholders must be adequately represented or be allowed-and indeed encouraged-to represent themselves. Intervention is one way of meeting this problem. It is not completely satisfactory because security holders and stockholders are not entirely capable of protecting their own interests. A compromise solution would seem to allow intervention to committees if these committees are adequately policed." 3 Perhaps a still better solution would be to supplement committee representation with a government official as a protagonistic representative for each of the various classes if the size of the reorganization warrants the expense. But this latter solution does not seem capable of realization at the present time. The other aspect of the problem of intervention is that it is not desirable to allow strikers to hold up the proceedings by an undue amount of intervention and resulting appeals.", But again this portion of the problem cannot be adequately dealt with so long as everyone who opposes the house of issue is considered a striker. Until a better procedure for reorganization has been developed, we believe that the interests of stockholders and creditors warrant the application of liberal intervention rules. Chapter X of the proposed revision of the Bankruptcy Act, the Chandler Bill, adopts in general the broader rules of Section 77, with the addition that it gives the Securities and Exchange Commission unusual intervening powers.Y" While it makes no distinction between an absolute and discretionary right to intervene relative to others, it may be assumed that such a distinction will be applied. When intervention is requested in reorganization proceedings, it is necessary that the intervener state his interest in the proceeding. If he is a creditor, he must state what kind of a creditor he is.'" It is to be hoped also that better practice will be followed and that the intervener will be required to indicate the points which he wishes to raise in the proceedings." 7 If intervention is discretionary, the court may then find it feasible to deny intervention altogether or to limit its scope."" Thus a contractor who merely fears that his contract will be rejected need not be admitted as an intervener prior to any attempt on the part of the trustee to reject the contract. 1 0 When sufficient facts are alleged in the petition, together with a statement of the points the intervener wishes to raise, the court may be able to conclude that the intervention is not in good faith, and reject intervention on that ground."" 0 Even where the 175. H. R. 8046 (75th Cong., 1st Sess., 1937), §206: "The debtor, the indenture trustees, and any creditor or stockholder of the debtor shall have the right to be heard on all matters arising in a proceeding under this chapter." § 207: "The judge may for cause shown permit a party in interest to intervene generally or with respect to any specified matter . . . " §203: "The Securities and Exchange Commission shall, upon the filing of a notice of its appearance in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to be a party in interest, with the right to be heard on all matters arising in such proceeding, and be deemed to have intervened in respect of all matters in such proceeding with the same force and effect as if a petition for that purpose had been filed with and allowed by the judge." See also § § 210, 213, 247, 249, 265. The court quoted Judge Fans in an unreported oral opinion in the Matter of Pacific 1.R.: "Heretofore, ex gratia we have allowed general interventions by persons and aggregations, who were at most entitled to come in specially. This action has had the effect to induce numerous others to seek the privilege of general intervention; so that the case has become unconscionably complicated, and if this grace is broadened, it will ultimately become so unwieldy as to preclude orderly administration:' 179. Globe Grain and Milling Co. 
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intervener has an admitted interest in the proceeding, such as the trustee for the security holders, it may be useful to allow intervention on specific issues, rather than generally, although this seems doubtful when a petitioner with so broad an interest is involved."' Where indenture trustees and the representative of holders of some of the securities issued under the indentures each sought intervention, the former's petition has been granted and the latter's denied. 8 2 The reason was that the former party was the more general representative, and the latter could be admitted later on for the purpose of raising specific issues. If sufficient facts are stated to indicate that the petitioner is not really adequately represented by a committee that has already intervened, the court may allow the petitioner to intervene." 8 3 Of course, if the intervener can show clearly an absolute right to intervene, intervention will have to be allowed. And even when the right to intervene is not absolute, it may be suggested that the court should not be entirely captious in denying intervention, because, for instance, the attorney for the intervener had presented the same objections in prior chancery proceedings.
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It must be remembered that the right to be heard is not the same as intervention. This has been recognized by the Seventh Circuit, which has pointed out that the statute expressly gives only an absolute right to a hearing, not to intervention. "The record discloses that his petition to intervene was denied, but he was given every opportunity to be heard on every pertinent question."' 1 5 A denial of intervention, then, is not a denial of the right to be heard. One who is only given a right to be heard, and has not intervened, has no right of appeal. Thus in In re'
Trust No. 2988 of the Foreman Trust and Savings Bank, 180 it was held that a bondholder who had appeared in the District court only upon exceptions to the master's report and had challenged the jurisdiction of the court and the fairness of the plan, could not appeal from a final decree approving the final account of the trustee and the report of the reorganization consummation. "Appellant at no stage of the proceedings petitioned the court for leave to intervene; nor was any order ever entered granting him such a right." ' ' And in Public Service Commission v. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.,2 1 8 it was held on rehearing that the city controller could not appeal from an order allowing certain payments to be made, because while the controller was allowed to be heard in the proceeding, he was not a formal party, not having been allowed to intervene. In this respect intervention finds its chief distinguishing feature from the-practice of allowing a party to appear as an anicus curiae.' 8 0 "If the court below wanted to hear him as adviser, controller, or representative, it could do so, but this privilege did not give him the right to appeal as a party from the decree of the court."' 0 0
On the other hand, once intervention has been allowed, the intervener has the status of a party "for purposes of appeal. This is subject to the qualification that where intervention is limited in scope, the intervener can not be affected by many orders and decrees, and may not appeal from them. The rule that an intervener has the status of a party for purposes of appeal is, of course, the ordinary rule in regard to intervention, and it has been expressly recognized by the Second Circuit as applicable to cases arising under Section 77B.' 0 1 The argument against allowing the intervener to appeal is that such procedure opens the door to an unnecessary number of appeals, but, as the Second Circuit has pointed out, the safeguard against too frequent appeals is to deny intervention. 912 The intervener, however, is given no more than the right to appeal possessed by original parties. In the ordinary bankruptcy case, the original parties are not allowed to appeal the allowance of claims of other creditors unless the trustee has unreasonably refused to appeal the allowance or is disqualified. ' It may be, therefore, that an intervener, who has been allowed to intervene generally in reorganization proceedings There is no doubt that the intervener may protest against the confirmation of a plan; the reorganization statutes give all creditors and stockholders the right to be heard on this issue, and the intervener dearly should have a right of appeal. As one court stated, even though no one objected, the court would still have to consider whether the plan was fair and equitable, and any intervener would seem qualified to raise the objection. 0 9 Interveners have also been allowed to question the constitutionality of the statute, 2 10 to object to fees, -11 and to controvert the right of the court to appoint an investigator under the reorganization statutes. 21 2 Somewhat anomalously one court has held that an intervening committee might not question the right of another committee to represent certain security holders. 213 This decision on any consideration of status seems indefensible.
The courts have not been lenient in granting fees to interveners.
14
To the extent that intervention is necessary to protect the small security holders, a denial of fees to their attorneys, while it will prevent strike suits, does not seem entirely satisfactory. We may repeat our earlier observation on this point. 2 "If intervention is to be freely allowed as suggested, court supervision of the allowance of committee fees is a necessary corollary. The disallowance or the allowance of inadequate fees may only result in mulcting the depositors, or the stockholders of the new corporation. It should be possible for a court, with the aid of Interstate Commerce Commission in cases arising under Section 77, and with the aid of masters in other cases, to anticipate the amount of fees to be allowed in a particular reorganization, the fact that intervention is often sought solely to gain the allowance of fees by the court could be taken care of by such a procedure."
